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Abstract

A linear dynamic model of the thermoelectric cooler including the heat sink and the cooling-load heat exchanger was
derived using small-signal linearization method. It shows that the dynamic model of a thermoelectric cooler has two
poles and one zero. The linear dynamic model is shown to vary with operating conditions. A linear feedback system is
designed for the cold-end temperature control of a thermoelectric cooler using the average linear dynamic model of the

thermoelectric cooler and a PDF controller structure. The step response tests show that the controller has a very
satisfactory performance. Some tests under variable cooling load and ambient temperature are also performed to
examine the disturbance-rejection property of the controller. Experimental results show that the cold-end temperature

can be maintained at the ®xed value within �0.1�C irrespective of the variations of the cooling load and the ambient
conditions. # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd and IIR. All rights reserved.
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ModeÁ le dynamique d'un systeÁ me et reÂ gulation de la
tempeÂ rature d'un refroidisseur thermoeÂ lectrique

ReÂ sumeÂ

Un modeÁle dynamique lineÂaire d'un refroidisseur thermoeÂlectrique, y compris du puits thermique et de l'eÂchangeur froid
a eÂteÂ concË u aÁ l'aide d'une meÂthode de lineÂarisation des signaux de basse intensiteÂ. Les auteurs montrent que le modeÁle
dynamique d'un refroidisseur thermoeÂlectrique posseÁde deux poÃles et une valeur zeÂro. On a vu que le modeÁle dynamique

lineÂaire varie selon les conditions de fonctionnement.
Un systeÁme de reÂtroaction lineÂaire est concË u pour assurer la reÂgulation de la tempeÂrature coÃteÂ froid d'un refroidisseur

thermoeÂlectrique aÁ l'aide du modeÁle dynamique lineÂaire et une reÂgulation PDF. Les essais sur la reÂponse par paliers ont

montreÂ que la performance du reÂgulateur est treÁs satisfaisante. Les essais e�ectueÂs dans diverses conditions de charge
frigori®que et de tempeÂrature ambiante ont permis d'examiner les proprieÂteÂs de perturbation/rejet du reÂgulateur. Les
reÂsultats experimentaux ont montreÂ que la tempeÂrature coÃteÂ froid peut eÃtre maintenue aÁ une valeur ®xeÂe avec une preÂcision

de � 0,1 �C, quelques soient les variations de la charge frigori®que et les conditions ambiantes. # 2000 Elsevier Science
Ltd and IIR. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Thermoelectric cooler has been frequently used for

the cooling of electronic devices such as CPU, infrared
sensor, ice-point reference in thermocouple thermo-
metry, and refrigerators [1±3]. Usually, the temperature

at the cold side of the thermoelectric module where an
electronic part such as infrared sensor is mounted needs
to be maintained at a constant and stable value under

variable hot-side and ambient temperatures. This relies
on a good temperature control technique.
For a better controller design, we have to know the

system dynamic model of the thermoelectric cooler ®rst.

Many researchers studied the dynamic or transient
behavior of thermoelectric element [4±7]. Using small-
signal linearization method, Gray [4] theoretically

derived a transfer-function model to calculate the tem-
perature response of a thermoelectric element. Bywaters
and Blum [6] assumed that the temperature distribution

in the thermoelectric elements is linear and solved the
governing equations. These studies [4±7] are basically
for the analysis of a pair of thermoelectric elements.

For a thermoelectric module that consists of many
pairs of thermoelectric elements, the theoretical analysis
may cause some errors. In addition, the ignorance of the

e�ect of thermal masses connected at the cold and hot
sides of a thermoelectric module will cause signi®cant
error in the temperature control. In the present study,
we have carried out a testing to determine the system

dynamic model of a thermoelectric cooler (including the
module and the thermal masses of heat sink and cool-
ing-load heat exchanger) using the system identi®cation

Nomenclature

A total cross-sectional area of the thermo-
electric material (m2)

AF total heat transfer surface area of the heat
sink (m2)

Ap gain of the power ampli®er (actuator)
(A Vÿ1)

C mean heat capacity of the thermoelectric

module (kJ kgÿ1 Kÿ1)
Cc heat capacity of the cold-end plate of

thermoelectric module (kJ kgÿ1 Kÿ1)
CF heat capacity of heat sink (kJ kgÿ1 Kÿ1)
CH heat capacity of the hot-end plate of thermo-

electric module (kJ kgÿ1 Kÿ1)
CL heat capacity of the cooling-load heat

exchanger (kJ kgÿ1 Kÿ1)
GI(s) transfer-function model of the thermoelectric

cooler de®ned in Eq. (21)

h convective heat transfer coe�cient of the heat
sink (W mÿ2 Kÿ1)

I applied current to the thermoelectric module

(A)
k mean thermal conductivity of the thermo-

electric p±n pair (W mÿ1 Kÿ1)
K gain of the dynamic model of thermoelectric

cooler de®ned in Eq. (23)
KI integral control parameter

Kg gain of the measurement instrument (V Kÿ1)
Kp controller gain
L length of the thermoelectric elements (m)
Mc mass of the cold-end plate of thermoelectric

module
MF mass of the heat sink
MH mass of the hot-end plate of thermoelectric

module
ML mass of the cooling-load heat exchanger

p a transfer-function relation de®ned in Eq.

(17)
p1,p2 poles of the dynamic model of the thermo-

electric cooler de®ned in Eq. (23)
q a transfer-function relation de®ned in Eq.

(17)
Qk heat conduction of the thermoelectric

material at the cold end (W)

QL cooling load of the thermoelectric cooler (W)
Qo heat conduction of the thermoelectric

material at the hot end (W)

s complex variable
T temperature distribution in the thermoelectric

material (K)

Ta ambient temperature (K)
TH temperature of the hot side of the thermo-

electric module (K)
TL temperature of the cold side of the thermo-

electric module (K)
x position in the thermoelectric leg measured

from the cold side (m)

z zero of the dynamic model of the thermo-
electric cooler de®ned in Eq. (23)

Greek letters
�pn Seeback coe�cient of thermoelectric material

(V Kÿ1)
� mean electrical resistance of the thermo-

electric material �
ÿm�
 mean density of the thermoelectric material

(kg mÿ3)
� Thomson coe�cient (V Kÿ1)

Superscripts
ÿ mean; steady state; average
� perturbation; small signal
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technique. The structure of the dynamic model is deter-
mined ®rst from a theoretical derivation using the
method of small-signal linearisation. The parameters of
the dynamic model are experimentally identi®ed at var-

ious operating conditions. The average model is used in
the design of a control system for the cold-end tem-
perature control of the thermoelectric cooler.

2. System dynamic model of a thermoelectric cooler

2.1. Governing equations

A thermoelectric cooler consists of a thermoelectric
module, a heat sink connected to the hot side, and a
cooling-load heat exchanger connected to the cold side.
The thermoelectric module comprises many pairs of p±n

type thermoelectric material connected in series and
clamped and soldered with two base plates (e.g. alumi-
num oxide) (see Fig. 1). The heat load QL is absorbed at

the cooling-load heat exchanger, conducted to the hot-
end plate, and then pumped to the hot side of the ther-
moelectric module.

Assume that the temperature distributions inside
the cold-end plate and the cooling-load heat exchan-
ger are uniform. Energy balance to the cold-end plate

and the cooling-load heat exchanger as a whole leads
to

�MLCL �McCc� dTL

dt
� QL ÿQk ÿ I�pnTL �1�

where Qk is the heat conduction at the cold-end bound-

ary of the thermoelectric module which is expressed as

Qk � ÿkA@T�x; t�
@x

����
x�0

�2�

where k is the mean thermal conductivity of the p±n
material; A is the total cross-sectional area of the ther-
moelectric material; T�x; t� is the temperature distribu-
tion of the thermoelectric module.

Energy balance to the thermoelectric material will
lead to the relation:

C
@T�x; t�
@t

� k
@2T�x; t�
@x2

ÿ �
A
I
@T�x; t�
@x

� �

A2
I2 �3�

where � is the Thomson coe�cient de®ned as Td�pn=dT;
� is the mean electrical resistance of the thermoelectric
material; C is the mean speci®c heat of the thermo-

electric material;  is the mean density of the thermo-
electric material. The second term on the right hand side
of Eq. (3) represents the heat resulting from Thomson
e�ect [6,8].

Similarly, energy balance to the heat sink and the hot-
side plate as a whole leads to

�MFCF �MHCH� dTH

dt
� I�pnTH �Qo ÿ hAF�TH ÿ Ta�

�4�

whereQo is the heat conduction at the hot-side boundary
of the thermoelectric module which can be expressed as

Qo � ÿkA@T
@x

����
x�L

�5�

Eqs. (1), (3) and (4) are the governing equations for
the dynamic behavior of a thermoelectric cooler. The
model is highly nonlinear due to the temperature

dependence of physical properties, the resistive heat,
and the Peltier e�ect. Linearization using small-signal
analysis is necessary since the controller design will be

based on linear system theory.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of thermoelectric and temperature distribution.

Fig. 1. ScheÂma de la distribution thermoeÂlectrique et de tempeÂrature.
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2.2. Linearization

Let all the variables of the thermoelectric cooler be
the summation of a steady-state value and a perturbed

quantity, i.e.

T�x; t� � T� �x� � T~ �x; t�; TL�t� � T�L � T~L�t�;
TH�t� � T�H � T~H�t�; Ta�t� � T� a � T~ a�t�;
QL�t� � Q� L �Q~ �t�; I�t� � I�� I~�t�;

�6�

and use the approximate relation of the Seeback coe�-
cient according to Taylor's series expansion:

�pn�T� � �L � �

T�L
T~L � �H � �

T�H
T~H �7�

where �L � �pn�T�L�; �H � �pn�T�H�. Substituting Eqs.(6)

and (7) into Eqs. (1), (3) and (4), ignoring the high order
terms, and eliminating the steady-state terms, we obtain,
for constant properties �, k, �, C, ,

k
@2T~

@x2
ÿ �I

�

A

@T~

@x
� 2�I�

A2
ÿ ��T

�
H ÿ T�L�
AL

" #
I~ � C

@T~

@t
�8�

Q~ Lÿ��L � ��I�T~L ÿ �LT�LI~� kA
@T~

@x

�����
x�0

� �MLCL �McCc� dT
~
L

dt

�9�

��H���I�T~H � �HT�HI~ÿ kA
@T~

@x

�����
x�L
ÿhAF�T~H ÿ T~ a�

� �MFCF �MHCH� dT
~
H

dt
�10�

Eq. (8) is obtained from an assumption that the steady-
state temperature distribution in the thermoelectric

material is linear, i.e.dT� �x�=dx � �T�H ÿ T�L�=L.

2.3. System dynamic model of thermoelectric cooler

Solving Eqs, (8)±(10) by Laplace transform, we
obtain the transfer function of the perturbed cold-end

temperature:

T~L�s� � GI�s�I~�s� � GQ�s�Q~ L�s� � Ga�s�T~ a�s� �11�
where

GI�s� � N�s�
sD�s� �12�

GQ�s� � EH sinh�qL� � Akq cosh�qL�
D�s� �13�

Ga�s� � AAFhkq

D�s� �14�

where

N�s� �
n
Akq��LT�L cosh�qL� ÿ �HT�H�

� �LT�LEH sinh�qL�
o
s

� Akq�

C
�EH�1ÿ cosh pL� ÿ Akp sinh pL�

�15�

D�s� � AkqEL cosh�qL� � EHEL sinh�qL�

� AkqEH cosh�pL� � A2k2pq sinh�pL� �16�

p�s� �
�I�

A
�

���������������������������
�2I�2

A2
� 4kCs

s
2k

;

q�s� �
�I�

A
ÿ

���������������������������
�2I�2

A2
� 4kCs

s
2k

�17�

EL�s� � �MLCL �McCc�s� �� � �L�I� �18�

EH�s� � �MFCF �MHCH�s� hAF ÿ �� � �H�I� �19�

� � 2�I�

A2
ÿ ��T

�
H ÿ T�L�
AL

�20�

Eq. (11) indicates that the cold-end temperature of
the thermoelectric cooler TL is a�ected by the variations
of the applied current I, the cooling load QL and the

ambient temperature Ta. GI�s�, GQ�s� and Ga�s� are the
transfer functions accounting for the system dynamic
behavior caused by current, cooling load and ambient
temperature variations, respectively.

For a thermoelectric cooler performed at a constant
cooling load and a ®xed ambient condition, we can
focus on the system dynamic model:

GI�s� � T~L�s�
I~�s� �

N�s�
sD�s� �21�

2.4. Model reduction

Eq. (21) shows that the dynamic model of a thermo-
electric cooler is an in®nite-order system. For simplicity
in control system design, a model reduction can be

made. In practice, the Thomson e�ect in a thermo-
electric module is small as compared to the Seeback
e�ect. Hence, the following approximations can hold:
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�H � �L � �pn; p�s� � q�s� � l�s� �
��������
Cs

k

r
;

sinh�lL� � lL; cosh�lL� � 1� l2L2

2
:

�22�

We then obtain a reduced model for the thermo-

electric cooler:

GI�s� � T~L�s�
I~�s� � ÿK

s

z
� 1

s

p1
� 1

� �
s

p2
� 1

� � �23�

where

K �

Ak�pn�T�H ÿ T�L� � L�2pnI
�T�L

�L2hAF

A
� 2�Lk

� �
I�

� �L
2�pn
A

I�2 � L�pnhAFT�L

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;

AAFhk� LhAF�pnI�ÿ L�2pnI
�2

�24�

z � AAFhk� LhAF�pnI�ÿ L�2pnI�
2

1

2
A�pnL

2C � L�pn�MFCF �MHCH�
� �

T�L

ÿ �L
2

A
�MFCF �McCc�I�

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;
�25�

p1;2 � a�
���������������
�2 ÿ b2
p

�26�

a �

Ak�MFCF �MLCL �McCc �MHCH�
�LhAF�MLCL�McCc� �ACL Ak� 1

2
hAFL

� �
�L�pn�MFCF �MLCL�I�

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;

AL2C�MFCF �MLCL �McCc �MHCH�
�2L�MFCF �MHCH��MLCL �McCc�

� �
�27�

b � AAFhk� LhAF�pnI�ÿ L�2pnI
�2

1

2
AL2C�MFCF �MLCL �McCc �MHCH�
�L�MFCF �MHCH��MLCL �McCc�

( )
�28�

Eqs. (24)±(26) indicate that the parameters in the
dynamic model, Eq. (23), k, p1, p2 and z, are functions

of operating conditions I�, T�L, T�H. For a typical ther-
moelectric cooler with � � 10ÿ5
ÿm,  � 200 kg mÿ3,
A=0.00145 m2 �pn � 0:02 V Kÿ1, k � 1:5 W mÿ1 Kÿ1,
h=10 W mÿ2 Kÿ1, L=0.0025 m, Mc �MH � 0:05 kg,

ML � 0:6 kg, MF � 0:4 kg, Cc � CH � 500 J kgÿ1 Kÿ1,
CL � 400 J kgÿ1 Kÿ1, CF � 850 J kgÿ1 Kÿ1, AF � 0:3
m2, the frequency response is plotted in Fig. 2 which

shows that the reduced model, Eq. (23) is identical with

the exact model, Eq. (21). The zero and poles of the
dynamic model would vary with the operating points as
shown in Fig. 3. The gain K increases with increasing

cold-end temperature T� L and decreasing current I�. The
zero z and the poles p1, p2 are however approximately
constant, irrespective of the variations of current and

temperature.

Fig. 2. Exact and reduced model of thermoelectric cooler,GI�s�.
Fig. 2. ModeÁle exact et reÂduit du refroidisseur thermoeÂlectrique

GI�s�.

Fig. 3. Variations of gain, zero and poles of the dynamic model

GI�s�.
Fig. 3. Variations d'ampli®cation, zeÂro et poÃles du modeÁle

dynamique.
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2.5. System identi®cation of a thermoelectric cooler

The dynamic model derived theoretically in the pre-
sent study, Eq. (23), may not be accurate due to many
assumptions. Experimental veri®cation is thus required.

Fig. 4 is the schematic diagram of a testing facility for
the system dynamic model identi®cation of a thermo-
electric cooler. The current of thermoelectric module is

regulated by a PC through a DAC (digital-to-analog
conversion) device and a DC power ampli®er. Three

cartridge heaters are embedded in a heater block that is
attached to the cold side of the thermoelectric module.

The cooling load thus can be emulated by supplying
electrical current to the heater. A heat sink is attached
to the hot side of the thermoelectric module. A DC fan is

installed above the heat sink to blow the heat to the
ambient. The heat sink is made from an aluminum ®n-
ned heat exchangers with 80�80 mm base plate (6 mm

thick), 4 mm ®n pitch, 26�80 mm ®n size (1 mm thick),
and 19 ®ns.

Table 1

Identi®ed parameters at various operating conditions

Tableau 1

ParameÁtres identi®eÂs pour diverses conditions de fonctionnement

Test no. I� (A) IÄ(A) QL (W) T�L (�C) K z p1 p2

1 1.5 0.5 0 ÿ6.0 9.5566 0.1375 0.0115 0.5379

2 1.5 0.5 5 2.5 10.1439 0.1360 0.0104 0.5226

3 1.5 0.5 10 11.7 11.0872 0.1421 0.0108 0.5907

4 2.25 0.5 0 ÿ10.1 5.6163 0.1317 0.0135 0.4847

5 2.25 0.5 5 ÿ1.5 6.0544 0.1293 0.0134 0.5018

6 2.25 0.5 10 7.2 7.0804 0.1314 0.0125 0.5500

7 3.0 1.0 0 ÿ14.4 2.3927 0.1319 0.0213 0.6600

8 3.0 1.0 5 ÿ6.8 2.6693 0.1247 0.0197 0.6407

9 3.0 1.0 10 1.6 3.0541 0.1262 0.0193 0.7486

Average value K
-
, z-, p-1, p

-
2 6.4061 0.1323 0.0147 0.5817

Fig. 4. Facility for system identi®cation of a thermoelectric cooler.

Fig. 4. FacilteÂ d'identi®cation de systeÁmes d'un refroidisseur thermoeÂlectrique.
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A pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) voltage
generated by using a random number generator in PC is
used as the input signal to the thermoelectric module.

The clock period of the PRBS signal is 2 s that generates
a PRBS signal with 0.2 Hz bandwidth.
All the temperature signals are measured simul-

taneously by T-type thermocouples and recorded by a
4-channel high speed recorder (Yokogawa YEW3655)
with sampling period 0.5 s. A ®lter with cuto� frequency
50 Hz is used to ®lter the noises in the signals before

recording.
To identify the dynamic model at various operating

conditions, we use three steady-state currents (1.5, 2.25,

3.0 A) and three cooling loads (0, 5, 15 W). The steady-
state cold-end temperature ranges from ÿ14.4 to 11.7�C.

Table 1 shows the identi®ed parameters at various
operating conditions. Fig. 5 is the frequency response of
the thermoelectric cooler at I� � 1:5A; I~ � 0:5A; QL �
5W and T�L=25�C. The identi®ed model is shown to
coincide with the test results very well. Fig. 6 shows the
input PRBS signal and the time response of the cold-end

temperature.
The variations of the identi®ed parameters with the

operating conditions are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As
was predicted qualitatively by the theoretical model,

Eq. (23), the gain K increases slightly with increasing
cold-end temperature T�L but sharply with decreas-
ing current I�. The zero z is approximately constant,

irrespective of the change of current and tempera-
ture. The poles p1, p2 however changes with I� and QL,

Fig. 5. Comparison of the identi®ed model GI�s� and the test

results.

Fig. 5. Comparaison du modeÁle identi®eÂ GI�s� et des reÂsultats des
essais.

Fig. 6. Input PRBS signal and the temperature response in the

system identi®cation.

Fig. 6. Signal PRBS et reÂponse de la tempeÂrature dans l'identi-

®cation des systeÁmes.

Fig. 7. Variation of the identi®ed parameters K and z with the

steady-state cold-end temperature.

Fig. 7. Variation des parameÁtres identi®eÂs K et z selon la tem-

peÂrature en reÂgime permanent (coÃteÂ froid).

Fig. 8. Variation of the identi®ed parameters p1 and p2 with

the steady-state current.

Fig. 8. Variation des parameÁtres identi®eÂs p1 et p2 avec

l'eÂcoulement en courant en reÂgime permanent (coÃteÂ froid).
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qualitatively di�erent from the theoretical model, Eq.

(21). This is resulted from the assumptions used in the
derivation, especially the assumption of linear tempera-
ture distribution at steady state in the thermoelectric

legs.

2.6. Synthesis of the nonlinear dynamic model of a
thermoelectric cooler and the average model

The variation of the identi®ed parameters with the
steady-state operating point reveals that the dynamic

model of a thermoelectric cooler is basically nonlinear.
The actual nonlinear model can be treated as the syn-
thesis of several linearly-perturbed models identi®ed at

various operating points.
For easy implementation in controller design, an

average model is de®ned using the average parameters
K� � 6:4061, z� � 0:1323, p�1 � 0:0147, p�2 � 0:5817. The
identi®ed linear-perturbation models and the average
model are presented in Fig. 9. The average model will be
used in the controller design.

3. Temperature control of a thermoelectric cooler

3.1. Controller design

Using the above average dynamic model of the ther-
moelectric cooler, we design a controller for the cold-
end temperature control. We use a controller structure

similar to PI feedback as shown in Fig. 10 with an anti-
windup design. This controller belongs to the pseudo
derivative feedback (PDF) structure [9,10] but without

derivative terms.
Using the average model, we obtain a closed-loop

transfer function:

T~L�s�
T~ r�s�

�
KIKgApK�

s

z�1
� 1

� �
1

p�1p�2
s3 � 1

p�1
� 1

p�2
� KgApK�

z�
Kp

 !
s2

� 1� KgApK�

z�
KI � KgApK�Kp

 !
s

�KIKgApK�

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;

; �29�

where Ap is the proportional constant of the actuator. It
is seen that for the PDF controller structure, we can

easily place the closed-loop poles by adjusting the con-
troller parameters KI and Kp. By computer simulation
and assuming that the feedback system is at critical
damping condition �� � 1� with equal closed-loop poles,

we found that KI � 73 and Kp � 227 will give a
response without overshoot.
The feedback system exhibits a good performance

with respect to the variation of plant dynamics. For
example, if the plant (thermoelectric cooler) gain K var-
ies from 1 to 20 (but with poles and zero ®xed at the

Fig. 9. Identi®ed dynamic model GI�s� at various operating

conditions and the average model.

Fig. 9. ModeÁle dynamique identi®eÂ GI�s� sous diverses conditions
de fonctionnement et le modeÁle moyen.

Fig. 10. Linear feedback control system structure.

Fig. 10. ReÂtroaction lineÂaire et structure du systeÁme de

reÂgulation.

Fig. 11. Root locus of the closed-loop system for the variation

of plant gain K at ®xed p�1, p�2, z�.

Fig. 11. Emplacement de la racine du systeÁme aÁ boucle fermeÂe

selon les variations en termes d'ampli®cation de l'installation K

dans les conditions deÂtermineÂes p�1, p�2, z�.
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average values p�1, p�2, z�), the root locus of the closed-
loop system for varying K is still on the left s-plane as
shown in Fig. 11. The breakaway point is around K � 5

which is very close to the average model K � 6:4061.
The feedback system performance is thus expected to be
satisfactory even under the variations of plant dynam-
ics. This resistance to the variation of plant dynamics is

quite important for a controller design.

3.2. Controller implementation and test results

To implement the control system for the temperature
control of a thermoelectric cooler, we design an analog

circuit as shown in Fig. 12 according to the control sys-
tem structure (Fig. 10). For easy implementation, a
personal computer is used for the measurement and

display of the system response, for giving a command of
temperature setting value, and for outputting an analog
control signal (4±20 mA) through a DA interface.
We performed two kinds of tests, namely, tempera-

ture regulation and disturbance-rejection capability, to
evaluate the controller design. Fig. 13 shows that the
simulation of the cold-end temperature TL response for

a step setting agrees very well with the experimental

Fig. 12. Analog control system design.

Fig. 12. Conception du systeÁme de reÂgulation analogique.

Fig. 13. Time response of cold-end temperature TL and control

signal variation I for a step setting at QL � 10 W.

Fig. 13. ReÂponse au niveau de la tempeÂrature du coÃteÂ froid en

fonction de la dureÂe TL et reÂgulation de la variation du signal I

lors de reÂgulation par paliers aÁ QL � 10 W.

Fig. 14. Time response of cold-end temperature TL and control

signal variation I for consequent step settings at QL � 0 W.

Fig. 14. ReÂponse au niveau de la tempeÂrature du coÃteÂ froid en

fonction de la dureÂe TL et reÂgulation de la variation du signal I

lors des reÂgulation par paliers suivantes aÁ QL � 0 W.
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results. A slight deviation in the control signal (current

I) at the beginning is probably due to the thermal inertia
of the cold-end heat exchanger and the heat sink. The
thermal mass absorbs a relatively large amount of heat

at the transient period and causes an additional heat
pumping e�ect. The current is thus slightly lowered.

Fig. 14 shows the temperature responses for the
set value of 10�C!5�C!0�C!ÿ5�C!ÿ10�C at QL �
0W. The steady-state errors are very small. The
response time is around 20 s for TL changing from 5 to

0�C. However, the response time gets longer for lower
setting temperature. It takes about 35 s for TL changing
from ÿ5 to ÿ10�C and a longer saturation time for the

control signal (current) occurs.
Tests are also conducted at higher cooling load, i.e.

QL � 10W. The temperature set values are from 5 to

0�C, then back to 5�C. Fig. 15 shows that no steady-
state error was observed. The response time for step-
down setting to 0�C is around 70 s. However, it takes

only about 20 s for step-up setting from 0�C. The longer
response time for the step-down setting is due to the
control signal (current) saturation which occurs for a
longer time duration as shown in Fig. 15. For step-up

setting, the cold end can be easily warmed up by the
heat conduction loss of the thermoelectric module from
the hot to the cold end. In this case, no control signal

saturation is observed.
The disturbance-rejection capability is a very important

property of the control system. The tests are conducted at

a ®xed set temperature �Tr � 0�C� under a varying cool-
ing load from 0W!5W!10W!5W!0W as shown in
Fig. 16. The control signal and the temperature response

are shown in Fig. 16. It is seen that TL is maintained at a
®xed value (0�C) within �0.1�C irrespective of the cool-
ing load variation. Some other tests are also conducted
with a fast air temperature variation for the heat sink (by

moving a hot air blower back and forth on the top of the
heat sink). This test corresponds to an environmental
test. A very good temperature control is obtained too.

This indicates that the present control system has a good
performance with respect to the disturbance rejection.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The controller design for temperature control of a

thermoelectric cooler is not very simple due to the non-
linear dynamic behavior of the thermoelectric module.
The e�ect of dynamic behavior of the thermal masses of

the heat sink and the cooling-load heat exchanger
imposes another problem on the control system design.
In the present study, we derived a linear dynamic model

for the whole thermoelectric cooler using small-signal
linearization method. It shows that the structure of the
dynamic model of a thermoelectric cooler has two poles

and one zero. The linear dynamic model is shown to
vary with operating conditions. The actual nonlinear
dynamic model of a thermoelectric cooler can be treated
as the synthesis of the linear-perturbation models at

various operating conditions.
For a controller design using linear feedback theory,

we adopt an average linear dynamic model for the

Fig. 15. Time response of cold-end temperature TL and control

signal variation I for consequent step settings at QL � 0 W.

Fig. 15. ReÂponse au niveau de la tempeÂrature du coÃteÂ froid en

fonction de la dureÂe TL et reÂgulation de la variation du signal I

lors des reÂgulation par paliers suivantes aÁ QL � 0 W.

Fig. 16. Disturbance-rejection capability tests for a ®xed set-

ting TL � 0�C.

Fig. 16. Essais sur la capaciteÂ de perturbation/rejet pour une

reÂgulation ®xe de TL = 0�C.
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thermoelectric cooler. A linear feedback system similar
to PDF structure is designed for the cold-end tempera-
ture control of a thermoelectric cooler. The controller
parameters are tuned by computer simulation for the

feedback system at critical damping condition and
without overshoot.
To verify the feasibility of the linear feedback system

design using the average linear dynamic model of the
plant for the control of a nonlinear system, we designed
and fabricated an analog control system to control the cold-

end temperature of a thermoelectric cooler. Step response
tests show that the temperature regulation is very satis-
factory with small steady-state error. The response time,

however, changes with the direction of step change, the
cold-end temperature, and the magnitude of the cooling
load. Step-down setting has a slower response than the
step-up setting. Smaller cooling load causes faster response.

Lower cold-end temperature has a slower response.
As to the disturbance-rejection property of the con-

troller, we performed some severe tests under fast variations

of cooling load and ambient temperature. Experimental
results show that TL can be maintained at the ®xed
value within �0.1�C irrespective of the variations of the

cooling load and the ambient conditions. This also indi-
cates that the present PDF controller using the average
model has a good performance in disturbance rejection.
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